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QUESTION 1

An organisation receives a request multiple times from a data subject seeking to exercise his rights with respect to his
own personal data. Under what condition can the organisation charge the data subject for processing the request? 

A. Only where the organisation can show that it is reasonable to do so because more than one request was made. 

B. Only to the extent this is allowed under the restrictions on data subjects\\' rights introduced under Art 23 of GDPR. 

C. Only where the administrative costs of taking the action requested exceeds a certain threshold. 

D. Only if the organisation can demonstrate that the request is clearly excessive or misguided. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A Spanish electricity customer calls her local supplier with Questions: about the company\\'s upcoming merger.
Specifically, the customer wants to know the recipients to whom her personal data will be disclosed once the merger is
final. According to Article 13 of the GDPR, what must the company do before providing the customer with the requested
information? 

A. Verify that the request is applicable to the data collected before the GDPR entered into force. 

B. Verify that the purpose of the request from the customer is in line with the GDPR. 

C. Verify that the personal data has not already been sent to the customer. 

D. Verify that the identity of the customer can be proven by other means. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://fpf.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/GDPR_CCPA_Comparison- Guide.pdf 

 

QUESTION 3

SCENARIO 

Please use the following to answer the next question: 

TripBliss Inc. is a travel service company which has lost substantial revenue over the last few years. Their new
manager, Oliver, suspects that this is partly due to the company\\'s outdated website. After doing some research, he
meets with a salesrepresentative from the up-and-coming IT company Techiva, hoping that they can design a new,
cutting-edge website for TripBliss Inc.\\'s foundering business. During negotiations, a Techiva representative describes
a plan for gathering more customer information through detailed Questionaires, which could be used to tailor their
preferences to specific travel destinations. TripBliss Inc. can choose any number of data categories ?age, income,
ethnicity ?that would help them best accomplish their goals. Oliver loves this idea, but would also like to have some way
of gauging how successful this approach is, especially since the Questionaires will require customers to provide explicit
consent to having their data collected. The Techiva representative suggests that they also run a program to analyze the
new website\\'s traffic, in order to get a better understanding of how customers are using it. He explains his plan 
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to place a number of cookies on customer devices. The cookies will allow the company to collect IP addresses and
other information, such as the sites from which the customers came, how much time they spend on the TripBliss Inc.
website, and which pages on the site they visit. All of this information will be compiled in log files, which Techiva will
analyze by means of a special program. TripBliss Inc. would receive aggregate statistics to help them evaluate the
website\\'s effectiveness. Oliver enthusiastically engages Techiva for these services. 

Techiva assigns the analytics portion of the project to longtime account manager Leon Santos. As is standard practice,
Leon is given administrator rights to TripBliss Inc.\\'s website, and can authorize access to the log files gathered from it.
Unfortunately for TripBliss Inc., however, Leon is taking on this new project at a time when his dissatisfaction with
Techiva is at a high point. In order to take revenge for what he feels has been unfair treatment at the hands of the
company, Leon asks his friend Fred, a hobby hacker, for help. Together they come up with the following plan: Fred will
hack into Techiva\\'s system and copy their log files onto a USB stick. Despite his initial intention to send the USB to the
press and to the data protection authority in order to denounce Techiva, Leon experiences a crisis of conscience and
ends up reconsidering his plan. He decides instead to securely wipe all the data from the USB stick and inform his
manager that the company\\'s system of access control must be reconsidered. 

With regard to TripBliss Inc.\\'s use of website cookies, which of the following statements is correct? 

A. Because not all of the cookies are strictly necessary to enable the use of a service requested from TripBliss Inc.,
consent requirements apply to their use of cookies. 

B. Because of the categories of data involved, explicit consent for the use of cookies must be obtained separately from
customers. 

C. Because Techiva will receive only aggregate statistics of data collected from the cookies, no additional consent is
necessary. 

D. Because the use of cookies involves the potential for location tracking, explicit consent must be obtained from
customers. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

In which case would a controller who has undertaken a DPIA most likely need to consult with a supervisory authority? 

A. Where the DPIA identifies that personal data needs to be transferred to other countries outside of the EEA. 

B. Where the DPIA identifies high risks to individuals\\' rights and freedoms that the controller can take steps to reduce. 

C. Where the DPIA identifies that the processing being proposed collects the sensitive data of EU citizens. 

D. Where the DPIA identifies risks that will require insurance for protecting its business interests. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.dataguidance.com/opinion/eu-how-when-and-why-carrying-out- dpia 

 

QUESTION 5

As per the GDPR, which legal basis would be the most appropriate for an online shop that wishes to process personal
data for the purpose of fraud prevention? 
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A. Protection of the interests of the data subjects. 

B. Performance of a contact 

C. Legitimate interest 

D. Consent 

Correct Answer: C 
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